Mango Kisses

A sweet, summery, beach-side romance
from the author of E for England and The
Ripple Effect. Sent to assess a deceased
estate in a small coastal town, ambitious
city girl Tiffany Holland is initially
annoyed by the out-of-the-way assignment.
But she soon discovers sleepy Birrigai
hides a wealth of surprises: a
cross-dressing motel manager, a Kissing
College and her client Miles Frobisher, the
laid back, surf-shop owning, real life sex
fantasy. Tiffanys ambition is to become a
junior partner in her financial firm, but
small town life and the proximity of Miles
gradually seduce her. But a shocking
discovery in the estate papers leads to a
dramatic change in Miless circumstances.
Emotionally inept, Tiffany is unable to
help Miles through the transition, and
drives him away. With misunderstandings
and secrets creating frost between them, it
seems that their summer romance is
destined to go cold. Can they overcome
their differences and learn to accept their
feelings?
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